Five SMEs are paving the way for an eco-innovative future in Colombia, in partnership with the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism and the National Cleaner Production Centre. The success of businesses such as Zen Naturals, Zak Ecológico, Galco, Industrias Cavex and Naturesse means that Colombia has even created an eco-innovation policy roadmap for more action and more innovations.

Who are Colombia’s eco-innovating businesses?

— Zen Naturals SAS, creators of body care products based on natural ingredients, are reducing agrochemical use and adopting new environmentally and socially responsible processes. The company is releasing new products and reducing energy and water consumption.

— Zak Ecológico SAS, producers of personal care and household products using aromatic and medicinal plants, are creating new business lines with goods from environmentally and socially responsible agriculture – and the company expects big sales increases while it participates in fair trade programmes. Its model is also based on 100% chemical-free formulae for its products.

— Naturesse, a cosmetics and amenities business, is innovating by recycling soap waste and reducing its environmental footprint while attracting new customers.

— Industrias Cavex SAS, producers of greener industrial and household cleaning products, are putting new business practices in place – sales are rising, waste and energy consumption are down, and new business lines are being developed.

— Galco SAS, who galvanize metallic components for multiple sectors, have introduced new, greener industrial processes. Galco expects capacity to grow, but also significant reductions in waste and harmful chemical use.